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With the rise and development of the Internet banking, IP network-based bank
transaction increasing popularity, traffic monitoring of these operations, analysis and
statistics are important in the process of banking operations demand. International
finance and international standardization organizations developed an international
standard ISO8583 financial transaction card information exchange norms in
1987(hereinafter referred as ISO8583 specification). ISO8583 specification provides a
public interface that can exchange message between the agent and the issuer, including
the message structure, format and content, data elements and data element values.
Objectives of this paper is to design and develop the trading behavior of financial
network monitoring tools of the ISO8583 specification, the tool is able to ISO8583
trading network traffic capture, analysis and display, providing financial support tools
for the monitoring and management of the Internet. Given the real transaction banking
network traffic flows are difficult to obtain, this paper will design and develop
an ISO8583 protocol simulation interactive process tool, used to simulate real ISO8583
message and transaction flow. The main contents are listed as follows:
(1). Study of ISO8583 specification, the ISO8583 transaction details, packing and
unpacking method, design and development of transaction data packet capture and
restore tool. This tool has been deployed on financial server.
(2). Design and develop capture the transaction data packets and the tool of
analytic, output: Using C and WinPcap development package capture network traffic
generated by the tool (1) arising, and parse packets, output logs.
The Implementation of this system has come into service in an anonymous
Financial Enterprise. This system is in gradual improvement as iterative develops; the
data model is also improving. At present, the system has realized KPI query, System
manages, Statistical chart functionalities. This system will provide data for Decision
Analysis Systems.
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